INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
grasping, putting in the mouth, general manipulation."
If it is portable, it may be carried home or to some familiar
human being, and there contemplated and fingered. If it
is alive, there is a tendency to dismemberment or mauling,
especially if it has run away, and been hunted. If it runs
away and is large, it will be chased and stoned and perhaps
thrown down. As Booth Tarkington says, when he tells
how Penrod and Sam pursued the old white horse, boys in
such a situation are not being bad, they are merely being
historic. >/
Should any person "grab or make off with a recently
acquired object" the response will be " anger, a tight clutch
on the object, pushing, striking, and screaming at the
intruder "
Toward other individuals present in the same room there
is an instinctive tendency to be truculent if they do not
kow-tow ; or at any rate a desire to attract their attention.
Approval expressed by other human beings is an instinctive
source of great satisfaction, scornful or derisive looks of
** discomfort extending to utter wretchedness.'*
Gorgeous display, acts of daring or skill, victory in
competition or combat, produce in the onlooker staring,
smiles, ejaculations, encouraging shouts. The presence of
others taking part in the same activity as ourselves leads to
increased vigour in our own performance, and to great satis-
faction at any manifest superiority.
In the presence of a baby,women have a special endowment
of instinctive acts, including interested attention, exclama-
tions of pleasure at its gurglings and smiles, instinctive
comforting acts when it shows pain or grief. Boys and men
have conflicting impulses. For them the small child is
sometimes a small animal to be chased and teased as might
any other. But Thorndike sees in them instinctive actions
when they " offer scraps of food to see it eat, snatch it from
peril, and smile approvingly at its vigorous antics."
These paragraphs may give some idea of the attempt to
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